STAT 546    Linear Models    Fall, 2017

Professor: Ronald Christensen

Office: SMLC 304

E-mail: fletcher@stat.unm.edu

Web: www.stat.unm.edu/~fletcher   (Click on course title under teaching.)

Phone: They removed it in a pseudo budget cut.

Office Hours: T, Th, 12:30-1:45 and by appointment.


Prerequisites: Stat 540, 545, 561, 553, linear algebra.

Material: We will cover Appendices A, B, C, D, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 9 of the text.

Homework: Homework will be assigned but not graded. You are encouraged to form groups to work together on homework to solidify your knowledge of the material.

Grading: There will a series of quizzes.

Time: T, Th, 11:00 – 12:15

Place: Mitchell Hall 105